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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the use of integrated radial-basis-function networks (IRBFNs), Cartesian-grids and point collocation for numerically solving 2D flows of viscoelastic fluids. In the proposed method, RBFNs, which are constructed through integration, are employed to approximate the field variables including stresses, and the governing equations are discretised by means of point collocation. Advantages gained from the integration process over differentiated RBFNs process are (i) better accuracy (ii) more straightforward implementation of boundary conditions and (iii) more stable solutions. The method is verified through several test problems, e.g. planar Poiseuille flow and fully-developed flow in a square duct, with different types of viscoelastic fluids, namely Oldroyd-B and CEF. The obtained results show that (i) The proposed method is easy to implement; (ii) Its pre-processing is simple and (iii) Accurate results are obtained using relatively-coarse grids.

1. Introduction
Radial-basis-function networks (RBFNs) have been shown to be a powerful numerical tool for the solution of partial-differential equations (PDEs). The first report on this subject was made by Kansa [1]. For Kansa’s method, a function is first represented by an RBFN which is then differentiated to obtain approximate expressions for its derivative functions. On the other hand, to avoid the reduction in convergence rate caused by differentiation, Mai-Duy and Tran-Cong [2] proposed an indirect/integrated RBFN (IRBFN) approach in which the highest-order derivatives in the PDE are first decomposed into RBFs, and their lower-order derivatives and the function itself are then obtained through integration. Previous studies (e.g. [2]) showed that IRBFN collocation methods yield better accuracy than differentiated RBFN (DRBFN) ones for both the representation of functions and the solution of PDEs.

Since the global RBF interpolation matrix is fully populated and its condition number grows rapidly with respect to the increase of RBF centres and/or widths [3], several RBF techniques based on local approximations have been proposed. In the context of IRBFNs, collocation schemes, based on one-dimensional (1D) IRBFNs and Cartesian grids, for the solution of 2D elliptic PDEs were reported in, e.g. [4]. The RBF approximations at a grid node involve only points that lie on the grid lines intersected at that point rather than the whole set of nodes. As a result, the construction process is conducted for a series of small matrices rather than for a large single matrix (“local” approximation).
1D-IRBFNs were successfully introduced into the point-collocation (e.g. [4]) and Galerkin formulations (e.g. [5, 6]). Numerical results showed that they yield accurate results and high rates of convergence. In addition, the latter approach can obtain similar levels of accuracy for both types of boundary conditions (i.e. Dirichlet only and Dirichlet-Neumann). Since integration is required for discretisation, higher computing resources may be required when solving large-scale problems.

In this paper, the IRBFN collocation technique, which is based on 1D-IRBFNs and Cartesian grids, is applied to simulate fully developed flows between two parallel planes and in rectangular ducts. Results obtained show that good agreement with data available in the literature is achieved using relatively coarse grids.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Governing equations are summarised in Section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed integrated-RBF method. Two test problems are simulated in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Governing equations

In the case of an incompressible fluid, the equations for the conservation of momentum and mass take the forms

\[
\rho \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{v} \right) = \nabla \cdot \mathbf{\sigma} + \mathbf{f} \quad \mathbf{x} \in \Omega, \quad (1)
\]
\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0 \quad \mathbf{x} \in \Omega, \quad (2)
\]

where \( \mathbf{v} \) is the velocity vector, \( \mathbf{f} \) the body force per unit volume of fluid, \( \rho \) density, \( \mathbf{\sigma} \) the stress tensor (Cauchy stress tensor), \( t \) the time, \( \mathbf{x} \) the position vector and \( \Omega \) the domain of interest. The stress tensor can be decomposed into

\[
\mathbf{\sigma} = -p \mathbf{I} + \mathbf{\tau}, \quad (3)
\]

where \( p \) is the pressure, \( \mathbf{I} \) the unit tensor and \( \mathbf{\tau} \) the extra stress tensor. In this paper, the working fluids are the CEF and the Oldroyd-B with the extra stress tensors defined as

\[
\mathbf{\tau} = 2\eta \left( \frac{\mathbf{d}}{\mathbf{d} \cdot \mathbf{d}} - \psi_1 \mathbf{d} + 4\psi_2 \mathbf{d} \cdot \mathbf{d} \right) \quad \text{(CEF model)}, \quad (4)
\]
\[
\mathbf{\tau} = 2\eta_s \left( \frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_1} \mathbf{d} + \mathbf{\tau}_v \right) \quad \text{(Oldroyd-B model)}, \quad (5)
\]

with

\[
\mathbf{\tau}_v + \lambda_1 \mathbf{\tau}_v = 2\eta_v (1 - \frac{\lambda_2}{\lambda_1}) \mathbf{d}, \quad (6)
\]

where \( \mathbf{d} \) is the rate of deformation tensor

\[
\mathbf{d} = \frac{1}{2} (\nabla \mathbf{v} + (\nabla \mathbf{v})^T); \quad (7)
\]

\( d \) is the scalar magnitude of \( \mathbf{d} \)

\[
d = \sqrt{2tr(\mathbf{d} \cdot \mathbf{d})}; \quad (8)
\]

in which ‘\( tr \)’ denotes the trace operation; \( \Psi_1 \) and \( \Psi_2 \) the first and the second normal stress coefficients, respectively; \( \eta_s \) the solvent viscosity; \( \mathbf{\tau}_v \) the extra stress due to viscoelasticity; \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) are characteristic relaxation and retardation times of the fluid, respectively; \( \eta_v \) is the zero shear polymer viscosity and \( \nabla \cdot [ ] \) the upper convected derivative defined as

\[
\nabla \cdot [ ] = \frac{\partial [ ]}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla [ ] - (\nabla \mathbf{v})^T [ ] - [ ] \cdot \nabla \mathbf{v}. \quad (9)
\]
3. Proposed 1D-RBFN technique
In the present technique, point collocation is applied to reduce the PDEs to sets of algebraic equations. The problem domain is represented by a Cartesian grid. Since the governing equations are of second order, the integral RBF scheme of second order is utilized here. IRBFN expressions on the $x$ and $y$ grid lines have similar forms. In the following, only a $x$ grid line is considered. On the grid line, a function $f$ and its derivatives with respect to $x$ can be represented as follows

\[
\frac{d^2 f(x)}{dx^2} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_x} w_i g_i(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_x} w_i I_i^{(2)}(x),
\]

\[
\frac{df(x)}{dx} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_x} w_i I_i^{(1)}(x) + c_1,
\]

\[
f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_x} w_i I_i^{(0)}(x) + c_1 x + c_2,
\]

where $N_x$ is the number of nodes on the grid line, $\{w_i\}_{i=1}^{N_x}$ the set of network weights, $\{g_i(x)\}_{i=1}^{N_x} \equiv \{I_i^{(2)}(x)\}_{i=1}^{N_x}$ the set of RBFs, $I_i^{(1)}(x) = \int I_i^{(2)}(x) dx$, $I_i^{(0)}(x) = \int I_i^{(1)}(x) dx$, and $c_1$ and $c_2$ are the constants of integration.

Evaluation of (10) - (12) at the grid nodes leads to

\[
\frac{d^2 f}{dx^2} = \hat{T}^{(2)} \hat{\alpha},
\]

\[
\frac{df}{dx} = \hat{T}^{(1)} \hat{\alpha},
\]

\[
f = \hat{T}^{(0)} \hat{\alpha},
\]

where the superscript $(\cdot)$ is used to denote the order of the corresponding derivative function;

\[
\hat{T}^{(2)} = \begin{bmatrix}
I_1^{(2)}(x_1), & I_2^{(2)}(x_1), & \cdots, & I_{N_x}^{(2)}(x_1), & 0, & 0 \\
I_1^{(2)}(x_2), & I_2^{(2)}(x_2), & \cdots, & I_{N_x}^{(2)}(x_2), & 0, & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
I_1^{(2)}(x_{N_x}), & I_2^{(2)}(x_{N_x}), & \cdots, & I_{N_x}^{(2)}(x_{N_x}), & 0, & 0
\end{bmatrix};
\]

\[
\hat{T}^{(1)} = \begin{bmatrix}
I_1^{(1)}(x_1), & I_2^{(1)}(x_1), & \cdots, & I_{N_x}^{(1)}(x_1), & 1, & 0 \\
I_1^{(1)}(x_2), & I_2^{(1)}(x_2), & \cdots, & I_{N_x}^{(1)}(x_2), & 1, & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
I_1^{(1)}(x_{N_x}), & I_2^{(1)}(x_{N_x}), & \cdots, & I_{N_x}^{(1)}(x_{N_x}), & 1, & 0
\end{bmatrix};
\]

\[
\hat{T}^{(0)} = \begin{bmatrix}
I_1^{(0)}(x_1), & I_2^{(0)}(x_1), & \cdots, & I_{N_x}^{(0)}(x_1), & x_1, & 1 \\
I_1^{(0)}(x_2), & I_2^{(0)}(x_2), & \cdots, & I_{N_x}^{(0)}(x_2), & x_2, & 1 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
I_1^{(0)}(x_{N_x}), & I_2^{(0)}(x_{N_x}), & \cdots, & I_{N_x}^{(0)}(x_{N_x}), & x_{N_x}, & 1
\end{bmatrix};
\]

\[
\hat{\alpha} = (w_1, w_2, \cdots, w_{N_x}, c_1, c_2)^T;
\]
and
\[
\frac{d^k \hat{f}}{d x^k} = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{d^k f_1}{d x^k}, & \frac{d^k f_2}{d x^k}, & \cdots, & \frac{d^k f_N}{d x^k} \end{pmatrix}^T, \quad k = \{1, 2\},
\]
\[
\hat{f} = (f_1, f_2, \cdots, f_N)^T,
\]
in which \( d^k f_j/dx^k = d^k f(x_j)/dx^k \) and \( f_j = f(x_j) \) with \( j = \{1, 2, \cdots, N_x\} \). It is noted that \( f \) is used to represent the field variables, e.g. the component of \( v \), in (1)–(6).

4. Numerical results
This section presents the verification of the proposed method with the simulation of the planar Poiseuille flow and fully-developed viscoelastic flow in rectangular ducts. Fluids models considered are Oldroyd-B and CEF. Uniform grids are used to represent the problem domain, and 1D-IRBFNs are implemented with the multiquadric (MQ) function
\[
g_i(x) = \sqrt{(x - c_i)^2 + a_i^2},
\]
where \( c_i \) and \( a_i \) are the centre and the width/shape-parameter of the \( i \)th MQ-RBF. The MQ width is simply chosen to be the grid size.
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**Figure 1.** Steady-state planar Poiseuille flow using Oldroyd-B model: the velocity on the middle plane \( x = 0.5 \) with 31 × 31 collocation points.

4.1. Planar Poiseuille flow
First, planar Poiseuille flow that has an analytical solution is considered. The governing equations with Oldroyd-B model in dimensionless form are given by
\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} = 0, \quad (23)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{v} = -\frac{1}{Re} \nabla p + \frac{1}{Re} \tau_v + \frac{\beta}{Re} \Delta \mathbf{v}, \quad (24)
\]
\[
\tau_v + We \nabla \mathbf{v} = 2 (1 - \beta) \mathbf{d}, \quad (25)
\]
where \( We \) is the Weissenberg number, \( Re \) the Reynolds number and \( \beta \) the ratio of retardation and relaxation times of the fluid (its value is taken to be 1/9 in this work).
A unit domain, \([0, 1] \times [0, 1]\), is taken as a computational domain. On the solid boundaries \((y = 0 \text{ and } y = 1)\), non-slip conditions are imposed. At the steady-state condition, the velocity and stress fields are given in the following analytic forms

\[
\begin{align*}
    v_x &= 4(1 - y)y, \\
    v_y &= 0, \\
    \tau_{xx} &= 2We (1 - \beta) \left( \frac{\partial v_x}{\partial y} \right)^2, \\
    \tau_{yy} &= 0, \\
    \tau_{xy} &= (1 - \beta) \left( \frac{\partial v_x}{\partial y} \right). 
\end{align*}
\]

In solving (23)–(25), the material derivatives are approximated using an Euler scheme

\[
\frac{\partial G}{\partial t} + v \cdot \nabla G \approx \frac{G^{n+1} - G^n}{\Delta t} + v^n \cdot \nabla G^n
\]

in which \(G\) represents \(v\) and \(\tau\), and the deformation term is treated explicitly

\[
\nabla v \cdot \tau + \tau \cdot (\nabla v)^T \approx \nabla v^n \cdot \tau^n + \tau^n \cdot (\nabla v^n)^T.
\]

The solution procedure can be outlined as follows

- Calculation of intermediate velocity \(v^*\) from the momentum equation (24), where the pressure term is removed. At the beginning, the inlet velocity is chosen to be zero or takes a parabolic profile as in (26),
- Calculation of pressure from the continuity equation (23)

\[
\Delta p = \frac{Re}{\Delta t} \nabla \cdot v^*, 
\]

- Correction of intermediate velocity using the computed pressure just obtained

\[
v^{n+1} = v^n - \frac{\Delta t}{Re} \nabla p^{n+1},
\]

- Calculation of viscoelastic stress components from the constitutive equation (25),
- Re-imposition of inlet velocity profile using the obtained outlet velocity profile,
- Repeating the above steps until there is no further change (above a given small tolerance) in the outlet velocity profile.

The results of simulation are reported in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the computed velocity profile on the middle plane \((x = 0.5)\) which is in excellent agreement with the analytic one. The shear stress and the first normal stress difference on the middle plane at different values of \(W\) number, i.e 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4, are given in Figure 2. In comparison with the analytic results, it can be seen that the error of the first normal stress difference (Figure 2a) and the error of the shear stress (Figure 2b) are very small.
Figure 2. Steady-state planar Poiseuille flow using Oldroyd-B model: a) the first normal stress difference \( N_1 = \tau_{xx} - \tau_{yy} \) and b) the shear stress on the middle plane \( x = 0.5 \) with \( 31 \times 31 \) collocation points at different values of the \( We \) number.

Figure 3. Flow in rectangular ducts: Streamlines of secondary flows in one quarter of the cross-section with the aspect ratios of a) 1, b) 1.56, c) 4 and d) 6.25 using a grid of 41 \( \times \) 41.
Figure 4. Flow in rectangular ducts: Contour plots for the vorticity $\omega$ in one quarter of the cross-section at four different aspect ratios: a) 1, b) 1.56, c) 4 and d) 6.25 using a grid of $41 \times 41$.

Figure 5. Flow in rectangular ducts: Contour plots for the primary velocity $v_z$ in one quarter of the cross-section at four different aspect ratios: a) 1, b) 1.56, c) 4 and d) 6.25 using a grid of $41 \times 41$. 
4.2. Fully-developed viscoelastic flow in rectangular ducts

The flow of a viscoelastic fluid in a rectangular duct has received a great deal of attention because of its fundamental and practical importance. Many studies were carried out on this geometry with different constitutive models, (e.g. Reiner-Rivlin [7], CEF [8, 9] and modified PTT (MPTT) [10]). Results by Gervang and Larsen [8], where both numerical and experimental investigations were conducted, are often cited in the literature. The governing equations are taken in terms of stream-function, vorticity and primary velocity

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial y^2} + \omega = 0, \tag{35}
\]

\[
\rho \left( \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial y} \right) = \eta_0 \left( \frac{\partial^2 \omega}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \omega}{\partial y^2} \right) + \frac{\partial^2 S_{xy}}{\partial x^2} - \frac{\partial^2 \left( S_{xx} - S_{yy} \right)}{\partial x \partial y} - \frac{\partial^2 S_{xy}}{\partial y^2}, \tag{36}
\]

\[
\rho \left( \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y} \frac{\partial v_z}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} \frac{\partial v_z}{\partial y} \right) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial z} + \eta_0 \left( \frac{\partial^2 v_z}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 v_z}{\partial y^2} \right) + \frac{\partial S_{xx}}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial S_{zy}}{\partial y}, \tag{37}
\]

with the homogeneous boundary conditions for \( \psi, \partial \psi/\partial n \) and \( v_z \). A CEF fluid is considered. The computation boundary conditions for the vorticity in (36) can be derived from the stream-function equation. The process is similar to that in [6]. Equations (35)-(37) are thus subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions. The flows are generated by pressure drop \( \partial p/\partial z \). The stress components are directly computed from the velocity field using (4). Unlike the planar Poiseuille flow problem, a Picard iterative scheme is applied here to solve the resultant system of nonlinear algebraic equations. Figures (3)-(6) show the patterns of the primary and secondary flows together with the second normal stress difference for different aspect ratios 1, 1.56, 4 and 6.25.
Since the flow is symmetric about the vertical and horizontal centreline, only one quarter of the cross-section is plotted. Each quadrant has two vortices, whose pattern and strength strongly depend on the aspect ratio for a given mean primary velocity. The two vortices are symmetric about the diagonal plane in the case of ratio 1. For aspect ratio greater than 1, the vortex near the long wall moves towards the short wall while the vortex near the short wall is reduced with increasing aspect ratios. The results are similar to those reported in the literature (e.g. [8, 10]).

5. Concluding remarks
Fully-developed flows of viscoelastic fluids between two parallel walls and in rectangular ducts were studied with the IRBFN collocation technique. The calculations are carried out in both the primitive variable and the stream-function–vorticity formulations. The technique is easy to implement. Results obtained are in good agreement with the exact solution and those by other techniques. Extension of the proposed method to viscoelastic flows is underway and new results will be reported in future.
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